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Abstract—This paper deals with the development and implementation of a novel feedforward super-twisting sliding mode controller for robotic manipulators. A full stability analysis based on a Lyapunov candidate is established showing a local asymptotic finite-time convergence of the proposed controller in the presence of upper bounded disturbances. Its robustness towards parametric uncertainties and system disturbances, thanks to the super-twisting approach, is pointed out. In addition, the feedforward dynamic term of the proposed controller that can compensate for the model nonlinearities is not sensitive to measurement noise. Real-time experiments have been conducted on two parallel manipulators: a 5-DOF SPIDER4 PKM and a 3-DOF Delta PKM. The effectiveness of the proposed controller is validated in different scenarios, including the nominal case and robustness towards parametric variations (payload) and speed changes.

Index Terms—Feedforward dynamics, Sliding mode control, super-twisting SMC, parallel robots, robotic manipulators.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sliding Mode Control (SMC) is proposed as a robust tool against model uncertainties and time-varying parameters [1]. SMC can force the state variables of the system to converge to zero and to remain on it in the presence of system disturbances. The control law is designed based on a sliding surface feature and a discontinuous sign function which compensates the effects of the bounded disturbances. The sign function acts on switching between positive and negative feedback, which means that the system is switching between non-asymptotically stable structure and asymptotically unstable one. Using the sign function within the appropriate control law, a perfect asymptotically stable system can be gained. Therefore, the process of switching continues until we obtain asymptotic convergence of the system [2].

However, this switching produces a discontinuous control signal which is not adequate with real-time implementation. Several solutions were proposed in the literature to produce a smooth/continuous control signal and reduce the chattering, such that Quasi-Sliding Mode and Asymptotic Sliding Mode [3], [4], [5]. However, the price to be paid for obtaining a smooth control signal can be less robustness and accuracy (Quasi-Sliding Mode) or asymptotic convergence of both sliding surface and state variables (Asymptotic Sliding Mode).

Furthermore, second-order SMC algorithms can achieve finite-time convergence of the sliding variable and its derivative (Twisting and Terminal controllers) [6], [7], [8]. Moreover, the sliding dynamics are reduced to the order $(r-2)$ for the systems with relative degree $r$. Nevertheless, for the systems of relative degree two, the controller still produces a discontinuous control signal and chattering phenomenon persists.

Moreover, the second-order Super-Twisting SMC (ST-SMC) algorithm has been proposed and developed, resulting in an exact finite-time convergence of the sliding variable and its derivative, a high accurate asymptotic convergence of the variable states, and a continuous control signal [9].

An application of the ST-SMC algorithm to motion control systems was illustrated by numerical simulations to an underactuated robotic system in [10] ensuring the facilitation of the motion control design and elimination of the chattering phenomenon at the outputs. In [11], the ST-SMC technique has been designed and implemented for the attitude tracking problem of a quadrotor. The implemented control law has the general formula of a computed torque approach based on the super-twisting algorithm which is able to ensure robustness with respect to bounded external disturbances. The experimental results show the good performance of the proposed controller in terms of stabilization and tracking accuracy. Another version of the model-based ST-SMC algorithm has been implemented to a mobile robot in [12] based on a continuous sliding surface (integrated error). Simulation and experimental results show better performances of the proposed controller in terms of eliminating the chattering and reducing the tracking errors compared to conventional SMCs.

Furthermore, several variable-gain ST-SMC versions have been proposed for different experimental prototypes (robotic arm [13], mass-spring-damper [14], seesaw module [15] and space robot [16]) allowing to compensate for a larger class of perturbations (by estimating the maximum bound of the perturbations) than the conventional ST-SMC and to further reduce the chattering effect of the classical first-order SMCs.

Parallel Kinematic Manipulators (PKMs) are known by their high nonlinearities which may increase considerably when operating at high-speed motions [17], [18], [19], coupled actuation, abundant uncertainties, and actuation redundancy existing in some prototypes [20]. Due to the aforementioned...
In this paper, a model-based feedforward ST-SMC algorithm is proposed as a control solution for robotic manipulators and validated on two PKM prototypes, SPIDER4 and Delta parallel robots. The proposed controller inherits the advantages of the ST-SMC algorithm and compensates for the nonlinear dynamics of PKMs thanks to the feedforward dynamic term. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

1) a novel model-based formulation of ST-SMC algorithm is proposed for robotic manipulators,
2) the stability analysis of the proposed controller is established using a Lyapunov function candidate showing a finite-time convergence of the sliding variable and a local asymptotic convergence of the tracking error, and
3) experimental application to different PKM prototypes validates the efficiency of the proposed controller in terms of precision and robustness towards operating condition changes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces a background on the conventional ST-SMC algorithm for robotic manipulators. The proposed control solution is addressed in section III, with the corresponding full stability analysis. Section IV provides the description and modeling of our PKM prototypes. The issue of actuation redundancy in PKMs is addressed in section V. The obtained real-time experimental results are presented and discussed in section VI. Section VII presents some conclusions and possible future perspectives of this work.
II. BACKGROUND ON CONVENTIONAL SUPER-TWISTING SMC FOR ROBOTIC MANIPULATORS

A. Main concept of sliding mode control

Consider the Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) second-order nonlinear uncertain system:

$$\ddot{x}_1 = f(x_1, \dot{x}_1, t) + g(x_1, \dot{x}_1, t)\nu$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $x_1, \dot{x}_1$ are the system states with $x_1$ being the output, $\nu$ is the scalar control signal, $f(\cdot)$ represents the unknown bounded uncertainties and perturbations, such that $|f(\cdot)| \leq L$ with $L$ being a positive constant, and $g(\cdot)$ is the known nonlinearity. Assuming that $g(\cdot)$ is positive and invertible for all $t$, the state-space presentation of (1) can be written as follows:

$$\begin{cases} 
\dot{x}_1 = x_2 \\
\dot{x}_2 = u + f(x, t)
\end{cases} \hspace{1cm} (2)
$$

where $x = [x_1, x_2]^T$ is the state vector and $u$ is the control input, such that $\nu = g^{-1}(x, t)u$.

The SMC objective is to design a control signal $u(x_1, x_2)$ that drives the state variables to zero as time goes to infinity in the presence of uncertainties and perturbations $f(x, t)$ [1]. It is all about inserting a nonlinear discontinuous term into the controller responsible for rejecting the disturbances, driving the state variables to a sliding surface in a finite time, and keeping them on the surface thereafter in the presence of the bounded disturbances. A new variable in the state space representing the sliding surface is defined as follows:

$$s = x_2 + cx_1$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $c$ is a positive constant. The above sliding surface results with the desired compensated dynamics, $\dot{x}_1 + cx_1 = 0$, that can lead to the asymptotic convergence of $x_1, x_2 \to 0$ without any effect of the disturbance function $f(x, t)$. Applying some Lyapunov function techniques ($V = \frac{1}{2}s^2$) to the sliding surface dynamics, the required first-order SMC signal and the finite time of the reaching phase can be derived respectively as follows [1]:

$$u = -cx_2 - \rho \text{sign}(s)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$t_r \leq \frac{2V^{1/2}(s_0)}{\alpha} \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

where $t_r$ denotes the time of reaching phase, $s_0$ is the sliding variable value at time $t = 0$, $\rho = L + \frac{\alpha}{\sqrt{2}}$ is the control gain, and $\alpha$ is a positive constant related to the reaching time.

The high-frequency switching of the introduced signum function leads to a switching control signal, zigzag behavior, due to the discrete-time nature of the control implementation. This phenomenon, known as chattering, is undesirable for practical implementations since it can harm the actuators, the mechanical parts, and the control accuracy.

The second-order super-twisting SMC algorithm can solve this issue of chattering by producing a continuous control signal. Moreover, it has an exact finite-time convergence of the sliding variable and its derivative, as well as a high accurate asymptotic convergence of the state variables.

B. Super-twisting sliding mode control

The super-twisting SMC algorithm is given as follows [9]:

$$\begin{cases} 
u = -k_1|s|^{5/2}\text{sign}(s) + w \\
\tilde{w} = -k_2\text{sign}(s)
\end{cases} \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

where $k_1, k_2$ are positive control gains. The time derivative of the sliding surface yields:

$$\dot{s} = -k_1|s|^{5/2}\text{sign}(s) + w + f(x, t) + cx_2 \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

The Lyapunov candidate that proves the asymptotic stability is given as follows [40]:

$$V = \frac{1}{2}x^TPx \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

where $x = [|s|^{5/2}\text{sign}(s), w]^T$ and

$$P = \begin{pmatrix} 4k_2 + k_1^2 & -k_1 \\ -k_1 & 2 \end{pmatrix}$$

is chosen to be a positive definite matrix.

Following a similar manner as in [40], the expression of the time derivative of the Lyapunov function leads to:

$$\dot{V} = -\frac{1}{2|s|^{1/2}}\xi^TQ\xi + \frac{f(x, t)}{|s|^{1/2}}F^T\xi \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

where $F = [2k_2 + k_1^2/2 - k_1^2/2]^T$ and

$$Q = k_1 \begin{pmatrix} 2k_2 + k_1^2 & -k_1 \\ -k_1 & 1 \end{pmatrix}$$

Knowing that the bounded perturbation satisfies $f(x, t) \leq \epsilon|s|^{1/2}$, with $\epsilon$ being a positive constant, it can be shown that

$$\dot{V} \leq -\frac{1}{2|s|^{1/2}}\xi^T\tilde{Q}\xi \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

where

$$\tilde{Q} = \frac{k_1}{2} \begin{pmatrix} 2k_2 + k_1^2 - \frac{4k_2k_1}{k_1^2} + k_1 \epsilon & -k_1 + 2\epsilon \\ -k_1 + 2\epsilon & 1 \end{pmatrix}$$

The global asymptotic stability is achieved when $\dot{V}$ is negative definite, which means $\dot{V} > 0$. Thus, the control feedback gains should satisfy the following conditions:

$$k_1 > 2\epsilon \hspace{2cm} (11)$$

$$k_2 > \frac{5\epsilon k_1 + 4\epsilon^2}{2(k_1 - 2\epsilon)}$$

Furthermore, it can be shown that the states converge to zero in finite-time $t_r$ as in (5) with $\alpha = \frac{\lambda_{1/2}(P)}{\lambda_{min}(\tilde{Q})}$, such that $\lambda_{min}(\cdot), \lambda_{max}(\cdot)$ are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the matrix $(\cdot)$ respectively.
C. Conventional super-twisting SMC for robotic manipulators

The inverse dynamic formulation of robotic manipulators can be expressed in joint space as follows [41]:

\[ M(q)\ddot{q} + C(q, \dot{q})\dot{q} + G(q) + \Gamma_d = \Gamma \]  

(12)

where \( M(q) \) is the total mass and inertia matrix of the robot, \( C(q, \dot{q}) \) is the Coriolis and centrifugal forces matrix, \( G(q) \) is the gravitational forces vector, \( \Gamma_d \) represents the vector of the external disturbances, uncertainties, and non-modeled phenomena, and \( \Gamma \) is the control input vector.

Assuming that \( \Gamma_d \) is bounded, the conventional ST-SMC algorithm can be designed for robotic manipulators as follows [42]:

\[ \Gamma = M(q)(\ddot{q} + \Gamma_{ST-SMC}) \]  

(13)

where \( \ddot{q} = \ddot{q}_d - \lambda \dot{e} \), with \( \lambda \) being a positive control gain such that the tracking error is defined as \( e = q - q_d \). \( \Gamma_{ST-SMC} \) is the control law given in (6), and \( s = \dot{e} + \lambda e \) being the sliding surface. One of the main drawbacks of this control structure is the lack of dynamic compensation (it includes only the inertia matrix), which may decrease the dynamic performance of a robotic manipulator.

The control design of the ST-SMC approach, taking into account the nonlinear dynamics within a computed torque formulation, can be expressed as follows [11], [13]:

\[ \Gamma = M(q)(\ddot{q} + \Gamma_{ST-SMC}) + C(q, \dot{q})\dot{q} + G(q) \]  

(14)

The above computed torque control, based on the ST-SMC algorithm, needs an exact dynamic model to obtain good tracking performances. It relies totally on the measured joint positions and estimated joint velocities and accelerations. This can make it more sensitive to measurements noise, since the dynamic model is computed using the measured and estimated signals. Moreover, the computed-torque ST-SMC algorithm computes the dynamic term in an online mode using the measured and estimated trajectories. Obviously, the computed-torque ST-SMC algorithm can be computationally heavy, especially that the dynamic model of PKMs is known with its high nonlinearity and complexity. Thus, with computationally heavy dynamic models, this controller may face significant limitations in real-time implementations.

III. PROPOSED FEEDFORWARD SUPER-TWISTING SMC FOR ROBOTIC MANIPULATORS

To avoid all the above mentioned issues of conventional super-twisting algorithm, we propose to replace the computed-torque-based form with a feedforward super-twisting sliding mode control. The proposed controller takes the advantages of the standard ST-SMC algorithm, such as robustness towards disturbances, accurate convergence in the presence of external disturbances, and continuous control input. It also inherits the advantages of the feedforward dynamic term such as compensating for the structured nonlinearities, insensitivity towards measurement noise, and computation-efficiency.

A. Control design

This section provides a step-by-step derivation of the proposed feedforward ST-SMC algorithm. The standard sliding surface of a super-twisting SMC algorithm can be given as follows:

\[ s = \dot{e} + \lambda e \]  

(15)

with \( e = q_d - q \) being the tracking error, and \( \lambda \) being a positive definite diagonal matrix of the control feedback gains.

Combining the defined sliding surface (15) and the dynamic system (12) leads to the following equation:

\[ M(q)(\ddot{q}_d - \lambda \dot{e}) + C(q, \dot{q})\dot{q} + G(q) + \Gamma_d = \Gamma \]  

(16)

Let us now define an auxiliary reference velocity trajectory \( \dot{q} = \dot{q}_d + \lambda \dot{e} \), shifted from the actual desired one by \( \lambda \dot{e} \). Then, (16) can be rewritten as follows:

\[ M(q)\ddot{q} - M(q)\dot{e} + C(q, \dot{q})\dot{q} + G(q) + \Gamma_d = \Gamma \]  

(17)

where \( \ddot{q} \) is the corresponding shifted desired acceleration. The sliding surface dynamics can be obtained from (17) as follows:

\[ \dot{s} = M^{-1}(q)(-\Gamma + M(q)\ddot{q} + C(q, \dot{q})\dot{q} + G(q) + \Gamma_d) \]  

(18)

Thus, the control input \( \Gamma \) can be chosen in a way having an exact compensation for the nonlinearities of the dynamic model, as well as theoretical compensation for the disturbance term. The conventional model-based super-twisting SMC control is defined as follows:

\[ \Gamma = M(q)(\ddot{q} + K_2 s)^{\frac{1}{2}} \text{sign}(s) + w + C(q, \dot{q})\dot{q} + G(q) \]  

(19)

where \( K_2, K_3 \) are two positive definite diagonal matrices. Note that the control law in (19) is in the form of computed torque control, based on the super-twisting algorithm.

The proposed feedforward ST-SMC algorithm comprises three main parts: (i) the feedforward term, (ii) the super-twisting algorithm, and (iii) a feedback term added to insure the stability of the system. The resulting control equation of the proposed control law is given as follows:

\[ \Gamma = M(q_d)\ddot{q}_d + C(q_d, \dot{q}_d)\dot{q}_d + G(q_d) \]  

\[ + K_1 s + K_2 |s|^{\frac{1}{2}} \text{sign}(s) + w \]  

\[ \dot{w} = K_3 \text{sign}(s) \]  

(20)

where \( K_1 \) is a positive definite diagonal matrix of the control feedback gains.

B. Stability analysis

In order to establish the stability analysis of the proposed controller, some preliminaries should be introduced. Equation (12) inherits some properties for its dynamic terms that are useful in designing the control schemes. Some of these properties can be summarized as follows [43], [44]:

\[ \dot{s} = \text{sign}(s) \]
Property 1. The mass and inertia matrix and its inverse are symmetric, positive definite, and bounded above and below as follows:

\[ m_1 \leq \|M(q)\| \leq m_2 \]  

where \( \|\cdot\| \) is the second norm of a matrix, \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) are two positive constants.

Property 2. The Coriolis and centrifugal matrix is bounded as follows:

\[ \|C(q, \dot{q})\| \leq K C_1 \|\dot{q}\| \]  

where \( K C_1 \) is a positive constant and \( \|\cdot\| \) the second norm of a vector or a matrix.

Now, the stability analysis is addressed in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Assuming that the desired velocity is upper bounded, the joint position and velocity tracking errors \( (e = q_d - q, \dot{e}) \) of a robotic manipulator of dynamic model (12), with bounded disturbances, follow a local asymptotic convergence under the feedforward super-twisting sliding mode control given by (20), with the proper choice of \( \Lambda, K_1, K_2 \) and \( K_3 \) such that \( \det(\dot{Q}) > 0 \) and

\[ k_{h_2} \leq \Lambda \leq \frac{1 - k_C \|q_d\|_M - k_{h_1}}{K_M} \]

Moreover, the local asymptotic stability is achieved in a finite time of a maximum value \( T = \frac{2 \sqrt{\gamma t_0}}{\epsilon} \), where \( t_0 = \epsilon_0 + \Delta \epsilon_0 \) is the initial value of the sliding variable, \( \gamma \) is a positive constant depending on the control feedback gains \( \Lambda, K_1, K_2, K_3 \) and the disturbance’s upper bound, and \( V(s) \) is a positive radial unbounded function given in (25).

Proof. Considering the nonlinear dynamic system (12) of bounded disturbances \( \Gamma_s \), the sliding variable (15), and the control equation of the proposed feedforward ST-SMC (20), one can establish the sliding variable dynamics as follows:

\[ \dot{s} = -K_1 s - K_2 |s|^{\frac{1}{2}} \text{sign}(s) - \dot{w} - h(q, \dot{q}) - C \dot{e} + \Lambda M \dot{e} + \Gamma \]  

with \( h(q, \dot{q}) \) being the residual dynamics, expressed as follows:

\[ h \equiv h(q, \dot{q}) = \begin{bmatrix} M(q_d) - M(q) \n C(q_d, \dot{q}_d) - C(q, \dot{q}) \n G(q_d) - G(q) \end{bmatrix} \dot{q}_d \]  

Without loss of generality, the scalar notation will be considered in the coming part of the stability analysis for simplicity purposes. In order to prove the stability of the dynamic system (23), consider the following Lyapunov function candidate:

\[ V(s) = \frac{1}{2} \xi^T P \xi \]  

with \( \xi = [|s|^{\frac{1}{2}} \text{sign}(s), w]^T \) and

\[ P = \begin{pmatrix} 4K_3^2 + K_2^2 & K_2 \\ K_2 & 2 \end{pmatrix} \]  

is chosen to be a positive definite matrix. One can notice that \( V(s) \) is continuously differentiable everywhere, except on \( s = 0 \). However, from (23), the state trajectories of the system just cross \( s = 0 \) and cannot stay on it, except when the origin \( (s = 0) \) has been reached. Thus, \( V(s) \) is differentiable for almost every \( t \) and one can apply Lyapunov’s theorem for the points where \( V(s) \) is differentiable [40].

The solutions of the discontinuous differential equation (23) are interpreted as the ones of the differential inclusion \( \dot{s} \in f(s) \). The sign function \( \text{sign}(s) \) belongs to the interval \([-1, 1]\) for \( s = 0 \). Then, since \( 0 \in f(0) = [-1, 1] \), it follows that \( s = 0 \) is an equilibrium point [40]. The time derivative of \( V(s) \) along the solutions of the system leads to the following:

\[ \dot{V} = -\frac{1}{2M|s|^2} \xi^T Q \xi + \frac{1}{2M|s|^2} f(s, t) F^T \xi \]

where \( F = [K_2^2 + 4K_3, K_2]^T \), \( f(s, t) = (\Gamma_d - K_1 s - (C - \Lambda M) \dot{e} + \dot{h}) \), and

\[ Q = \begin{pmatrix} K_2^2 + 4K_2K_3 + 2K_2K_3M \\ K_2^2 + 2K_3 - 2K_3M \end{pmatrix} \]

\( M \) is positive (or positive definite matrix in non-scalar case) and \( K_2, K_3 \) are chosen such that \( Q \) is positive definite matrix. The perturbation term \( |f(s, t)| \) can be upper bounded as follows:

\[ |f(s, t)| \leq K_1 |s| + |C| \left| \dot{e} \right| + |\Lambda|M| |\dot{e}| + |h| + |\Gamma_d| \]

According to [44], the Euclidean norm of the residual dynamics of a robotic manipulator (\(|h(q, \dot{q})|\)) can be upper bounded as follows (for vector form):

\[ |h(q, \dot{q})| \leq k_{h_1} |\dot{e}| + k_{h_2} |e| \]

where \( k_{h_1}, k_{h_2} \) are two positive constants. For the scalar case, \( |h| \leq k_{h_1} |\dot{e}| + k_{h_2} |e| \). By the use of Properties 1 and 2, and assuming that the disturbance function is globally bounded by \( |\Gamma_d| \leq \epsilon|s| \), such that \( \epsilon > 0 \), the inequality (29) can be developed as follows:

\[ |f(s, t)| \leq (K_1 + \epsilon)|s| + (k_C |q_d|_M + \Lambda k_M + k_{h_1}) |\dot{e}| + k_{h_2} |e| + k_C |e|^2 \]

where \( k_C, k_M \) are two positive constants, \( |q_d|_M \) is the upper bound of the the desired velocity trajectory. For small values of \( |\dot{e}| \) (when \( s \) is around the origin), the linear term \( (k_C |q_d|_M + \Lambda k_M + k_{h_1}) |\dot{e}| \) dominates the quadratic term \( k_C |e|^2 \). Then, assuming that \( (k_C |q_d|_M + \Lambda k_M + k_{h_1}) \leq 1 \) and \( k_{h_2} \leq \Lambda \), the term \( |f(s, t)| \) can be locally upper bounded as follows:

\[ |f(s, t)| \leq \mu |s| \]
with $\mu = K_1 + \epsilon + 1$. Moreover, if $s$ is around the origin, it implies that $|s| \leq |s|^{\frac{1}{2}}$. Thus, (32) can be expressed as follows:

$$|f(s, t)| \leq \mu |s|^{\frac{1}{2}}$$

(33)

Making use of (33), $\dot{V}(s)$ in (27) can be locally upper bounded as follows:

$$\dot{V} \leq -\frac{1}{2M|s|^2} \xi^T \xi + \mu \frac{|s|^2}{2M|s|^2} |F^T \xi|$$

(34)

Then, (34) can be reformulated as follows:

$$\dot{V} \leq -\frac{1}{2M|s|^2} \xi^T \xi + \frac{\mu}{2M|s|^2} \xi^T Q_1 \xi$$

(35)

with

$$Q_1 = \mu \left( \begin{array}{cc} K_2^2 + 4K_3 & \frac{1}{2}K_2 \\ \frac{1}{2}K_2 & 0 \end{array} \right)$$

leading to

$$\dot{V} \leq -\frac{1}{2M|s|^2} \xi^T \xi$$

$$\dot{V} \leq -\frac{1}{2M|s|^2} \lambda_{\min}\{\tilde{Q}\} ||\xi||^2$$

(36)

where

$$\tilde{Q} = \left( \begin{array}{ccc} K_2^2 + 4K_3K_2 + 2K_2K_3M - \mu(K_2^2 + 4K_3)K_2^2 + 2K_3 - 2K_3M - \frac{\mu}{2} K_2 \\ K_2^2 - 2K_3M - \frac{\mu}{2} K_2 \end{array} \right)$$

(37)

with $\lambda_{\min}\{\tilde{Q}\}$ is the minimum eigen value of $\tilde{Q}$ and $||\xi||$ is the Euclidean norm of vector $\xi$. $\dot{V}$ is negative definite if $\tilde{Q}$ is a positive definite matrix. Then, following Lyapunov’s direct method, if $\lambda, K_1, K_2, K_3$ are selected such that $\text{det}(\tilde{Q}) > 0$ and $k_{h_2} \leq \lambda \leq \frac{k_{h_1}}{k_{h_2}}$, the origin $s = 0$ is an equilibrium point that is locally asymptotically stable.

Furthermore, $V(s)$ is positive definite and radially unbounded by the following [40]:

$$\frac{1}{2} \lambda_{\min}\{P\} ||\xi||^2 \leq V(s) \leq \frac{1}{2} \lambda_{\max}\{P\} ||\xi||^2$$

(38)

where $||\xi||^2 = |s| + w^2$ is the square of the Euclidean norm of $\xi$, $\lambda_{\min}\{A\}$ and $\lambda_{\max}\{A\}$ are the minimum and maximum eigen values respectively of any matrix $A$. Making use of (38), (36), and the fact that

$$|s|^{\frac{1}{2}} \leq ||\xi|| \leq \frac{\sqrt{2} V^{\frac{1}{2}}}{\lambda_{\min}\{P\}}$$

(39)

it can be shown that $\dot{V}$ is upper bounded as follows:

$$\dot{V} \leq -\gamma V^{\frac{1}{2}}$$

(40)

where

$$\gamma = \frac{\lambda^{\frac{1}{2}}_{\min}\{P\} \lambda_{\min}\{\tilde{Q}\}}{\sqrt{2M} \lambda_{\max}\{P\}}$$

(41)

The differential equation $\dot{v}(t) = -\gamma v^{1/2}(t)$ for $v(0) = v_0 \geq 0$ has a solution expressed by: $\nu(t) = \left(\nu_0^2 - \frac{\gamma}{2} t\right)^{2}$. Then, following the comparison principle [45] that says $\dot{V}(t) \leq \nu(t)$ when $V(s(t)) \leq V_0$, one can conclude that $V(s(t))$, and therefore $s(t)$, converges to zero in finite time at most after $T = \frac{2M^{\frac{1}{2}}(s_0)}{\gamma}$, and the proof is concluded.

IV. DESCRIPTION AND MODELING OF PKM PROTOTYPES

A. SPIDER4 robot: a 5-DOF redundant PKM

SPIDER4 robot is a Delta-like redundantly actuated parallel manipulator designed and fabricated at LIRMM with the cooperation of TECNALIA, a research and innovation organisation located in Spain. The intention behind this platform is to perform machining operations with high dynamic performance, high precision, and dexterity.

SPIDER4 PKM structure consists of a fixed-base holding four high-torque actuators, each linked to a rear-arm through a revolute joint (cf. Fig. 1). The reference frame $\{O_b, x_b, y_b, z_b\}$, attached to the fixed-base, is illustrated in Fig. 1. Two parallel rods forming a forearm are connected to each rear-arm, as well as to the traveling-plate by means of universal joints. The traveling-plate (also referred to as the nacelle) is allowed to move along three translational axes $x, y$ and $z$. Additional independent serial wrist mechanism (actuated with two motors) is attached to the nacelle, offering two more rotational movements for the machining spindle around the axes of the motors $M_1$ and $M_2$ as illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus, SPIDER4 robot is a 5-DOF redundant parallel manipulator with one degree of actuation redundancy. It is worth to mention that the overall dimensions of SPIDER4 with the tooling are 4600 mm in length, 2500 mm in width and 2400 mm in height as illustrated in Fig. 2. In this work, we are concerned only with the parallel structure of SPIDER4 PKM proposing control solution for the trajectory tracking problem of the nacelle in the workspace. Consider $X = [x, y, z]^T$ as the Cartesian position vector of the nacelle and $q = [q_1, q_2, q_3, q_4]^T$ as the joint position vector, representing the configuration of the actuated joints. For more details about SPIDER4 parallel robot, the reader can refer to [46] [47].
B. Delta robot: a 3-DOF non-redundant PKM

The Delta robot has been invented by prof. Reymond Clavel at Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland [48]. It was mainly designed for industrial applications that need pick-and-place cycle motions. Its smart design enables it to operate at very high accelerations, thanks to the minimized mass and inertia of the mechanical parts which are supposed to be in motion. Fig. 3 shows a kinematic illustration of Delta robot and its main components. The reference frame \( \{O_b, x_b, y_b, z_b\} \) is attached to the center of the fixed-base.

The overall structure is composed of three actuators integrated to a fixed-base, three kinematic chains and one moving platform (called also traveling-plate). The shaft of each motor is connected to an extremity of a rear-arm supposed to make rotation through a revolute joint. The second extremity of the rear-arm is linked to two parallel rods through ball-and-socket passive joints. The parallel rods are also linked to the traveling-plate from their other extremity through the same said joints. The synchronized control of the three arms allows the traveling-plate to move within three basic translational DOFs (\( x, y \) and \( z \)), conserving its parallelism property with respect to the fixed-base. The robot is considered as a non-redundant PKM, because the number of actuators is equal to the number of the output DOFs.

Let \( X = [x, y, z]^T \) represents the Cartesian position of the traveling plate, and \( q = [q_1, q_2, q_3]^T \) represents the unique and straightforward inverse kinematic solution of the joint angles. While the second is considered with the mass of the traveling-plate (cf. illustration of Fig. 4).

Looking for the dynamics of the traveling-plate, one can define two kinds of forces acting on it: the gravitational force \( G_{tp} \in \mathbb{R}^m \) and the inertial force \( F_{tp} \in \mathbb{R}^m \).

Back to Assumption 2, the total mass of the traveling-plate including the half-masses of the forearms can be calculated as follows:

\[
    m_{tp} = m_p + \frac{n m_f}{2} \tag{42}
\]

where \( m_p \) is the own mass of the traveling-plate and \( m_f \) is the mass of each forearm, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Then, the gravitational force acting on the traveling-plate can be expressed as follows:

\[
    G_{tp} = -M_{tp}G \tag{43}
\]

where \( M_{tp} \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m} \) is the diagonal mass matrix of the traveling-plate, \( G \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is the gravity vector (for Delta parallel robot \( G = [0 \ 0 \ g]^T \), and for SPIDER4 parallel robot \( G = [0 \ 0 \ g]^T \)), being \( g = 9.81 \, \text{m/s}^2 \) the gravity acceleration.

C. Dynamics of parallel PKMs

The dynamic model of Delta-like parallel manipulators is introduced in this section, as in [49], based on the virtual work principle described in [50]. Consider the two scalars “\( n \)” and “\( m_{DOF} \)” representing the number of actuators and DOFs, respectively. As common for Delta-like PKMs, the following two assumptions are considered for simplification purposes:

**Assumption 1.** Both dry and viscous frictions, in all passive and active joints, are neglected.

**Assumption 2.** The forearms’ mass is split up into two point-masses, the first one is added to the mass of the rear-arms,
The inertial force acting on the traveling-plate arising from its acceleration is defined as follows:

\[ F_{tp} = M_{tp} \ddot{X} \]  

(44)

where \( \ddot{X} \in \mathbb{R}^m \) denotes the Cartesian acceleration vector.

The contributions of the gravitational and inertial forces to the actuator torques are evaluated using the Jacobian matrix as follows:

\[ \Gamma_{G_{tp}} = J^T G_{tp} \]  

(45)

\[ \Gamma_{F_{tp}} = J^T F_{tp} \]  

(46)

Besides, the dynamics from the actuators side includes the contributions of forces acting on the rear-arms. Here, we name three contributing forces: (i) the actuators input torque \( \Gamma \in \mathbb{R}^n \), (ii) the effect of the rear-arms gravitational forces \( \Gamma_{G_{arm}} \in \mathbb{R}^n \), and (iii) the inertial contribution due to rear-arms acceleration \( \Gamma_{I_{arm}} \in \mathbb{R}^n \).

The contribution of the rear-arms gravitational forces, taking into consideration the statement of Assumption 2, can be given as follows:

\[ \Gamma_{G_{arm}} = -g M_r \cos(q) \]  

(47)

with \( \cos(q) \in \mathbb{R}^n \), \( M_r \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) is a diagonal matrix that includes some dynamic parameters such as: the mass of each rear-arm \( m_r \), the distance from the axis of rotation of each rear-arm to its center of gravity \( l_{rg} \), and the complete length of each rear-arm \( l \).

The inertial contribution of the operating acceleration of the rear-arms can be defined as follows:

\[ \Gamma_{I_{arm}} = I_{arm} \ddot{q} \]  

(48)

where \( I_{arm} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) is a diagonal inertia matrix including the inertia of the actuators, the rear-arms and the half-masses of the forearms with respect to the actuators’ rotation axes. The vector \( \ddot{q} \in \mathbb{R}^n \) denotes the acceleration in joint space.

After applying the virtual work principle, stating that the result of all non-inertial forces must be equal to the contribution of all inertial forces, one can formulate the resulting inverse dynamic model as follows:

\[ \Gamma = I_{arm} \ddot{q} + J^T M_{tp} \ddot{X} + \Gamma_{G_{tp}} + \Gamma_{G_{arm}} \]  

(49)

The relation between joint and Cartesian accelerations can be expressed as follows:

\[ \ddot{X} = J \ddot{q} + \dot{J} \dot{q} \]  

(50)

where \( J \) is the time derivative of \( J \).

Now, by substituting (50) in (49) and rearranging the terms, we obtain the inverse dynamic model of a Delta-like parallel robot in the joint space as follows:

\[ \Gamma(t) = M(q) \ddot{q} + C(q, \dot{q}) \dot{q} + G(q) \]  

(51)

where \( M(q) = I_{arm} + J^T M_{tp} J \) is the total mass and inertia matrix of the robot, \( C(q, \dot{q}) = J^T M_{tp} \dot{J} \) is the Coriolis and centrifugal forces matrix, \( G(q) = -\Gamma_{G_{tp}} - \Gamma_{G_{arm}} \) is the gravitational forces vector, and \( \Gamma(t) \) is the control input vector.

The main dynamic parameters of SPIDER4 and delta parallel robots are summarized in Tables I and II, respectively. Since SPIDER4 and Delta are translational robots, the direct kinematic model have been used to quantify the range of Cartesian error and not the absolute error. Knowing that the calibration of kinematic model does not change that much the range of errors, it was not conducted. This can be explained by the fact that errors between joint and tool spaces are associated through the Jacobian matrix. The link lengths have been measured on the robots after manufacturing and adjusted accordingly in the models. All the offset error effects are canceled after the time derivative applicat.

V. THE ISSUE OF ACTUATION REDUNDANCY IN PKMs

Actuation redundancy in parallel manipulators can be achieved by adding additional actuated kinematic chains. It brings several advantages to parallel manipulators such as: eliminating singularities, increasing the workspace, reducing the energy consumption, and adding more stiffness to the structure. However, it may produce some antagonistic forces that have no effect on the motion of the manipulator, and appear as internal forces called prestress [51].

These internal forces are caused by the generated control forces that fall in the null space of the inverse Jacobian matrix. The generated control forces may deteriorate the global performance, especially in the presence of measurements errors. However, those forces can be eliminated by projecting the control forces vector into the range space of the inverse Jacobian matrix as follows [52]:

\[ \Gamma^* = R_{f^m} \Gamma \]  

(52)

where \( \Gamma^* \) is the effective control input forces, applied to the redundant parallel manipulator, and \( R_{f^m} = J^T_m J^T_m \) is the projection operator, called also the regularization matrix.

In this work, for the redundantly actuated parallel manipulator (i.e. SPIDER4 robot), the generated control input from a control solution, is treated by the projection method, introduced in (52), before feeding it to the actuators.

VI. REAL-TIME EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experimental platforms and implementation issues

1) Experimental testbeds:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>Rear-arm length</td>
<td>535 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l )</td>
<td>Forearm length</td>
<td>1100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_r )</td>
<td>Rear-arm mass</td>
<td>17.6 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_f )</td>
<td>Forearm mass</td>
<td>4.64 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_{tp} )</td>
<td>Total traveling-plate mass</td>
<td>51.54 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_{arm} )</td>
<td>Rear-arm inertia</td>
<td>1.69 kg.m(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_{act} )</td>
<td>Actuator inertia</td>
<td>2.23 \times 10^{-3} \text{ kg.m}^2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE II
THE MAIN DYNAMIC PARAMETERS OF DELTA PARALLEL ROBOT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>Rear-arm length</td>
<td>240 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l )</td>
<td>Forearm length</td>
<td>480 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_r )</td>
<td>Rear-arm mass</td>
<td>0.0653 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_f )</td>
<td>Forearm mass</td>
<td>0.084 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_p )</td>
<td>Own traveling-plate mass</td>
<td>0.305 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_{act} )</td>
<td>Actuator inertia</td>
<td>1.82 \times 10^{-3} kg.m^2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. View of the SPIDER4 parallel robot experimental platform.

**a) Experimental testbed of the 5-DOF SPIDER4 parallel robot:**
The real-time experimental platform of SPIDER4 robot is shown in Fig. 5. The parallel structure of SPIDER4 robot consists of four TPM + high-torque rotary motors responsible for generating the three translational motions \( x, y, \) and \( z \) at the level of the nacelle. A gearbox with a gear ratio of 22 is merged seamlessly to the motor forming one compact versatile unit.

The peak torque that can be delivered by one motor, after the gear transformation, reaches up to 3100 Nm. The maximum speed for each motor after the gear can reach up to 189 rpm. The overall structure provides at the traveling-plate level a maximum speed of \( 2 \) m/s and a maximum acceleration of 4 G.

The control program of SPIDER4 robot is established within Matlab/Simulink environment from MathWorks. Using the library of B&R automation studio, a target for Simulink tool compiles the code and automatically converts it to C/C++ language, which can be accessible from Automation Studio software provided by B&R. The reference trajectory generation process is done using the numerical control programming language named G-code (Geometric Code), used mostly in CNC machines (Computer Numerical Control machines).

The overall program is then downloaded to an industrial control PC (APC910) from B&R responsible of communication with the motion control system. The operational clock cycle of its processor is 2.5 KHz, leading to a sampling period of 0.4 ms. The motion control of SPIDER4 robot consists of X20 modules and inverter modules named ACOPOS multi system, the new drive generation from B&R Perfection in Automation.

**b) Experimental testbed of the 3-DOF Delta parallel robot:** The Delta parallel robot, used for the real-time experiments, is shown in Fig. 6. It is located at Robotic Systems Laboratory, EPFL, Switzerland. Three direct-drive motors, integrated to the fixed-base, allow the translational motion of the traveling-plate. Each motor can deliver a maximum torque of 23 Nm. The overall mechanical structure can reach up to 50 G as peak acceleration.

The control algorithms are implemented in C++ language using Visual Studio software from Microsoft, running under a Windows XP operating system. RTX extension is used to establish the real-time communication. The internal timer (HAL timer) of RTX is configured to 100 \( \mu s \), in which the control loop is set to 10 times this value for synchronization, leading to a sample time of 1 ms, and a sampling frequency of 1 KHz.

**2) Reference trajectory generation:**

**a) SPIDER4 parallel robot reference trajectory:** As said before, the trajectory generation of SPIDER4 robot uses the programming language for CNC machines known as G-Code. The generated trajectory of SPIDER4 robot considered for the experimental tests employs the two types of motion: feed and circular movements. The feed movement is expressed in the G-code instructions as G1 linear interpolation. The circular movement is presented in the G-code instructions as G3 circular interpolation.

Using G1 and G3 interpolations, the G-Code generating the desired trajectory of SPIDER4 robot is written. A 3D view of the generated trajectory is sketched in Fig. 7, illustrating the points traversed by the robot within the workspace. The sequence of the interpolated points of the desired trajectory is given in the following order:

1) Linear motion: \( P_0, P_1 \).
2) Circular motion: from \( P_1 \) to \( P_1 \), following a circle of a diameter \( D_2 \).
3) Circular motion: from \( P_1 \) to \( P_1 \), following a circle of a diameter \( D_1 \).
4) Linear motion: \( P_1, P_0 \).
5) Circular motion: from \( P_0 \) to \( P_0 \), following a circle of a diameter \( D_3 \).

**b) Delta parallel robot reference trajectory:** The motion profile used for Delta robot is a point-to-point movement. It

Fig. 6. View of the Delta parallel robot experimental platform.
means that from a stop point, the robot accelerates to reach a constant velocity. Then, the robot decelerates such that the final acceleration, and velocity, are zero at the final desired point.

The reference trajectory is generated using semi-ellipse geometric motions, producing a pick-and-place trajectory in Cartesian space. This trajectory is mainly used in industry for food packaging applications. A 3D illustrative view is shown in Fig. 8 for the pick-and-place cycle to be followed by the robot’s traveling-plate.

3) Performance evaluation indices: In order to quantify the relevance of the control algorithms, we need to define a certain performance index. One of our main objectives is to enhance the precision and increase the tracking accuracy of the parallel robots through the proposed controllers.

Thus, an accuracy evaluation tool frequently used to evaluate differences between a desired trajectory and an actual one is the Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) criterion. It can quantify the tracking error, between the desired trajectory and the actual one.

For both PKM prototypes (i.e. SPIDER4 and Delta), the actuated joint positions are measured using encoders equipping the motors, and the actual Cartesian position vectors are then computed using the forward kinematic models.

For Cartesian space, the performance index of the translational motions is defined as \( RMSE_T \). For joint space, the performance index is defined as \( RMSE_J \). Then, these performance indices can be expressed as follows:

\[
RMSE_T = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{m} (e_{x_j}^2(i)) \right)}
\]

\[
RMSE_J = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} (e_{j}^2(i)) \right)}
\]

where \( N \) denotes the number of the collected samples overall the whole trajectory, \( e \) represents the difference between the desired and measured positions (in Cartesian (i.e. \( e_x \)) or in joint (i.e. \( e_j \)) spaces).

In order to estimate the energy consumption, an input-torques-based criterion is adopted as follows:

\[
E_T = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |\Gamma_j(i)|
\]

where \( E_T \) is the total summation of the absolute values of the input torques, delivered by the \( n \) actuators.

4) Tuning of the control feedback gains: A popular method for tuning of the control feedback gains in experiments, used particularly for complex robotic systems, is the Trial-and-Error method. It is characterized by trying manually and continuously different sets of control gains in real-time framework until the desired control performance is reached. It is mostly used when the formulated dynamic model does not exactly match the physical system, and thus the automatic numerical closed-loop tuning methods may give unsuitable control gains for real-time experiments.

B. Validation on SPIDER4 parallel robot

In the sequel, the experimental results on SPIDER4 robot of a PIDFF control, the conventional Computed-Torque Super-Twisting SMC (CT-ST-SMC) algorithm, and the proposed FF-ST-SMC algorithm are demonstrated. Two main scenarios are conducted in this experimental demonstration, including nominal case, and robustness towards speed changes. The control gains of the implemented controllers are summarized in Table III.

1) Scenario 1: nominal case: This scenario allows the robot’s nacelle to follow the desired trajectory with a speed of 2540 mm/s.

The Cartesian tracking errors of the conventional CT-ST-SMC and the PIDFF control are depicted in Fig. 9. It is clear that the tracking errors of a PIDFF control are smaller than those of the CT-ST-SMC along the reference trajectory. Note that increasing the control gains of CT-ST-SMC algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard PIDFF</th>
<th>Proposed FF-ST-SMC</th>
<th>Conventional CT-ST-SMC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( K_p = 3500 )</td>
<td>( \Lambda = 90 )</td>
<td>( \Lambda = 80 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_d = 40 )</td>
<td>( K_1 = 7.5 )</td>
<td>( K_1 = 3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_i = 1500 )</td>
<td>( K_2 = 5 )</td>
<td>( K_2 = 2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( K_3 = 25 )</td>
<td>( K_3 = 18 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
generated more vibrations through the mechanical system of the robot. This can be explained by the high effect of measurements noise when using the conventional CT-ST-SMC algorithm since it relies totally on the measured signals and not the desired ones. Thus, the standard PIDFF control overcomes the conventional CT-ST-SMC algorithm in terms of tracking precision.

The RMSE performance indices of the Cartesian and joint tracking errors are evaluated for CT-ST-SMC and PIDFF controllers over all the reference trajectory and the obtained values are summarized in Table IV. One can observe that a PIDFF is much better than the conventional CT-ST-SMC in terms of tracking precision.

The generated control input torques of the four motors of SPIDER4 robot, for PIDFF and proposed controllers, are displayed in Fig. 10. Both control algorithms generate control signals within the admissible limit of the motors. Note that the control signals of the CT-ST-SMC controller have a higher frequency than that of the standard PIDFF. This is not safe for the robot and may lead to a harmful behavior.

Following the same trajectory, the Cartesian tracking errors for the standard PIDFF and the proposed FF-ST-SMC are recorded and plotted in Fig. 11. One can observe a good error regulation is performed by the proposed controller on all the translational axes, compared to the classical PIDFF control. In particular, the tracking error along y-axis is significantly reduced by the proposed controller as shown clearly in Fig. 11. Due to the horizontal inclination of SPIDER4 robot and its heavy parts, the y-axis motion is highly subject to the effect of the gravity. Thus, we can notice from the tracking errors that the proposed FF-ST-SMC is more robust towards gravitational effects than the standard PIDFF controller.

The RMSE performance indices, of the Cartesian and joint tracking errors, are evaluated for both controllers over the whole reference trajectory and the obtained metrics are summarized in Table IV. A significant improvement in the dynamic performance, by the proposed FF-ST-SMC algorithm w.r.t the standard PIDFF, is obtained. The RMSE is reduced by 55.4 % in the Cartesian space, and by 44.1 % in the joint space. Moreover, the proposed controller improves the performance w.r.t the conventional CT-ST-SMC algorithm by 86.5 % and 90.4 % in Cartesian and joint spaces respectively.

Compared to the PIDFF control structure, the FF-ST-SMC approach has two sign-based functions in terms of the sliding surface, instead of the integral term in the PIDFF. These robust functions proved experimentally their significant performance in terms of disturbance-rejection during dynamic motions and stationary positions (at the end of the trajectory, see Fig. 11).

The generated control input torques of the four motors of SPIDER4 robot, for PIDFF and proposed controllers, are illustrated in Fig. 12. It is clear that both control algorithms generate control signals within the admissible limit of the motors.

In this scenario, the superiority of the proposed FF-ST-SMC algorithm over the conventional CT-ST-SMC and PIDFF controllers has been validated. Thanks to its robustness towards measurements noise and low computational efforts, the relevance of the proposed controller was proved.

2) Scenario 2: robustness towards speed changes: In this scenario, the speed of the robot’s nacelle is increased to 15240 mm/s, following the reference trajectory. The intention behind this scenario is to test the performance of the proposed controller at high-speed motions when the nonlinearity effects of parallel manipulators increase considerably. The results of the standard PIDFF and the proposed FF-ST-SMC controllers
are shown in the sequel. The conventional CT-ST-SMC algorithm has produced a lot of mechanical vibrations in this scenario and it was harmful to operate the robot overall the whole trajectory.

The Cartesian tracking errors for both controllers are depicted in Fig. 13. The proposed FF-ST-SMC controller performs better than standard PIDFF in terms of precision. The dynamic error is reduced considerably by the proposed controller, compared to the PIDFF control law as well as the static error.

The evaluations of the performance indices of both controllers are summarized in Table V. Remarkable improvements are obtained by the proposed controller, compared to the standard PIDFF. The RMSE in Cartesian space is reduced by 44.3 %, while that of joint space is also reduced by 38.4 %. The disturbance-rejection and high nonlinearities compensation at high-speed motions are verified by the proposed FF-ST-SMC approach.

The evolution of the control input torques, generated by the two controllers, is plotted in Fig. 14. The control signals show a good behavior within the admissible limit of the motors.

Last but not least, the real-time experiments on SPIDER4 robot of the proposed feedforward ST-SMC have shown a good global performance at low and high dynamic operating conditions, compared to the standard feedforward PID controller.

### C. Validation on Delta parallel robot

In order to validate the proposed feedforward super-twisting SMC approach for pick-and-place industrial operations, real-time experiments of the standard PIDFF controller and the proposed one are conducted on the Delta parallel robot.

| SCENARIO 2: CONTROL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF BOTH CONTROLLERS ON SPIDER4 PARALLEL ROBOT. |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------|---------------|
| | RMSE_T [mm] | RMSE_J [deg] |
| Standard PIDFF | 0.92064 | 0.08421 |
| Proposed FF-ST-SMC | 0.5127 | 0.0519 |
| Improvements | 44.3 % | 38.4 % |
In this experimental demonstration, three scenarios are adopted, including nominal case, robustness towards payload and speed changes, and robustness towards very high accelerations. The control feedback gains, obtained by Trial-and-Error tuning method on the real-time experimental platform, are summarized in Table VI.

1) Scenario 1: nominal case: In this scenario, Delta robot is controlled to follow the reference trajectory at acceleration of 2.5 G, at speed of 1500 mm/s, and without any additional payload. The end-effector traverses the proposed trajectory for 10 cycles of the pick-and-place motion shown in Fig. 8.

The evolution of the Cartesian tracking errors of both implemented controllers is depicted in Fig. 15. It is worth to note, from this figure, the reduced dynamic errors by the proposed FF-ST-SMC algorithm, compared to the standard PIDFF control. The produced peak errors by the standard PIDFF control can be noticed larger than those of the proposed FF-ST-SMC, overall the whole trajectory and in the three axes.

The evaluation of the RMSEs show an improvement of 26 % and 31 % in terms of Cartesian and joint tracking errors, respectively (see Table VII). Better performance is verified by the proposed controller in terms of precision during dynamic motions.

The generated control signals by both controllers are illustrated in Fig. 16. The proposed FF-ST-SMC delivers control inputs of less amplitudes than those delivered by the standard PIDFF. This remarkable observation is quantified using the proposed input-torque-based criterion (54), giving an improvement of 19.5 % in terms of energy consumption (see Table VII).

2) Scenario 2: robustness towards payload and speed changes: This scenario imposes on the robot a high operating acceleration of 20 G and a speed of 2150 mm/s, while attaching to its end-effector a payload of mass 210 g. For safety purposes, the performed number of cycles is reduced to two cycles. The idea behind this scenario is to test the performance of the proposed control solution at high dynamic operating conditions (i.e. high acceleration and added payload).

The generated Cartesian tracking errors of both PIDFF and FF-ST-SMC controllers are sketched in Fig. 17. The proposed control solution gives better tracking performance, compared to the standard PIDFF at high-speed motions with an attached payload to the end-effector. Furthermore, less oscillations can be noticed in the Cartesian tracking errors coming from the proposed FF-ST-SMC, in comparison to those from the standard PIDFF.

The obtained RMSEs values are summarized in Table VIII. For Cartesian tracking errors, a reduction of 58 % from the standard PIDFF to the FF-ST-SMC algorithm is remarked, while a reduction of 53.5 % is remarked for joint tracking errors. Thanks to the robust terms of the proposed FF-ST-SMC, more disturbance-rejection is achieved, compared to the standard PIDFF. Thus, the robustness towards payload and speed changes of the proposed control approach is validated.

Figure 18 displays the evolution of the control signals provided by both controllers overall the reference trajectory. All the control signals are within the admissible range of
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard PIDFF</th>
<th>Proposed FF-ST-SMC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_p = 720$</td>
<td>$\Lambda = 360$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_d = 2$</td>
<td>$K_1 = 0.25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_i = 3600$</td>
<td>$K_2 = 1.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_3 = 2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table VII](image2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$RMSE_T$ [mm]</th>
<th>$RMSE_J$ [deg]</th>
<th>$E_T$ [Nm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard PIDFF</td>
<td>0.1392</td>
<td>0.0362</td>
<td>$2.9486 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed FF-ST-SMC</td>
<td>0.1031</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>$2.3737 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Improvements: 26 %, 31 %, 19.5 %
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Fig. 15. Scenario 1: Evolution of the Cartesian tracking errors of both controllers used on Delta parallel robot.

![Fig. 16](image4)

Fig. 16. Scenario 1: Evolution of the control input torques of both controllers used on Delta parallel robot.
the motors. However, smaller peak torques are produced by the proposed controller, compared to the PIDFF one. This reduction in energy consumption, from PIDFF to FF-ST-SMC controller, is evaluated to 22.1%, as shown in Table VIII. In this scenario, the robot is performing pick-and-place motion cycles with increased acceleration and payload. Following the tracking trajectory, the robot encounters time-varying disturbances such as changes in the effects of inertia. This can be noticed by the change in the robot’s acceleration. At the picking position, the robot starts from zero acceleration. Its acceleration goes up to a maximum value through the semi-elliptic motion. Then, the robot decelerates to zero while reaching the placing position. The time-varying change in acceleration can lead to a time-varying change in the effect of inertia. Thus, we can talk in this scenario about time-varying disturbances. However, the proposed controller is still more performant than a standard PIDFF controller, in terms of tracking precision and time-varying disturbance rejection.

3) Scenario 3: robustness towards very high accelerations: For a more challenging task, the Delta robot is configured to operate at a very high acceleration of 30 G and a speed of 2650 mm/s in this scenario. The pick-and-place trajectory of Fig. 8 is followed without any additional payload, for two motion cycles.

The evolution of the Cartesian tracking errors of both controllers is depicted in Fig. 19. Smaller dynamic errors and fewer oscillations are obtained for the proposed FF-ST-SMC algorithm, compared to the standard PIDFF. The Cartesian tracking trajectories of the PIDFF and FF-ST-SMC controllers are illustrated in 3D views in Figs. 21 and 22, respectively. One can observe better tracking accuracy for the proposed FF-ST-SMC algorithm, compared to the standard PIDFF controller.

The performance indices of both controllers for this scenario are summarized in Table IX. Improvements of 25% and 28.9% are noticed in the Cartesian and joint tracking errors for the proposed FF-ST-SMC over the standard PIDFF, respectively. The good dynamic performance and robustness of the proposed control approach at extremely high-speed motions are verified.

The control signals generated by both controllers, along the reference trajectory, are depicted in Fig. 20. Both the standard PIDFF controller and the proposed one deliver control input torques within the admissible ranges of the motors. However, the control signal of the FF-ST-SMC algorithm features smaller amplitudes than those of the PIDFF control. The improvement in terms of energy consumption by the proposed controller is quantified by 15.2% as summarized in Table IX.

4) Accuracy versus operating acceleration: In this section, the RMSEs in Cartesian and joint spaces are computed for different operating accelerations of Delta robot, starting from 2.5 G up to 30 G. Two different cases are studied: with and without additional payload of mass 210 g.

The bar graph, depicted in Fig. 23, shows the variation of Cartesian and joint RMSEs in case of no added payload. The proposed controller generates better tracking errors at Cartesian and joint spaces, even with increased dynamic acceleration of Delta parallel robot. Thus, more robustness towards speed changes is validated by the proposed controller, compared to the standard PIDFF. Figure 24 depicts the variation of the RMSEs in case of added payload of mass 210 g. Better global dynamic performance of the proposed controller can be observed through the charts of RMSEs. The proposed controller overcomes the standard PIDFF in terms of parameters variation and speed changes.

To this end, the real-time experiments conducted on SPIDER4 and Delta robots demonstrate better dynamic performances provided by the proposed feedforward ST-SMC, compared to the standard feedforward PID control. To sum

![Fig. 17. Scenario 2: Evolution of the Cartesian tracking errors of both controllers used on Delta parallel robot.](image1)

![Fig. 18. Scenario 2: Evolution of the control input torques of both controllers used on Delta parallel robot.](image2)

### Table VIII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controller</th>
<th>$RMSE_T$ [mm]</th>
<th>$RMSE_J$ [deg]</th>
<th>$E_t$ [Nm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard PIDFF</td>
<td>1.9177</td>
<td>0.4355</td>
<td>$1.5025 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed FF-ST-SMC</td>
<td>0.8064</td>
<td>0.2024</td>
<td>$1.1706 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvements</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>53.5%</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
up, superiority of the proposed controller has been validated in terms of precision, robustness towards operating condition changes, nonlinearities compensation, and disturbance-rejection.

5) Effect of the arms material: In all the aforementioned experimental results, the integrated rear arms of Delta parallel robot are made of Aluminum. In this section, we propose to replace the Aluminum rear arms with Carbon fiber ones, expecting better dynamic performances in terms of precision and robustness towards operating condition changes. Comparing the two arm types in terms of dynamic parameters, one can notice that both arms have approximately the same inertia (0.0015 Kg.m²) and close masses (0.0653 Kg for Aluminum arm and 0.062 Kg for Carbon fiber arm).

However, Carbon fibers are known by their extremely high modulus of elasticity and high strength. Carbon fiber can improve the strength of the driver arm while reducing its weight. Moreover, using Carbon fiber for designing the driver arms can also improve the strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios of the whole robot structure.

To illustrate the significance of using Carbon fiber arms in industrial pick-and-place Delta parallel robot, the standard PIDFF controller and the proposed FF-ST-SMC algorithm are tested on Delta robot after integrating three Carbon fiber rear arms. A performance comparison is done between Aluminum and Carbon fiber arms at two main operating accelerations, also namely 2.5 G and 30 G, without any additional payload. Figure 25 shows the variation of the RMSE in Cartesian space with respect to arm material type and operating acceleration. One can see clearly that using Carbon fiber arms improves the global dynamic performance at low and high accelerations with both controllers. This improvement is summarized in Table X, showing a significant reduction of the RMSE when using Carbon fiber arms (47.2 % with PIDFF control and 49.8 % with the proposed FF-STM algorithm). However, a small improvement is obtained from using Carbon fiber arms at low operating accelerations as shown in Table X.

To sum up, the effectiveness of Carbon fiber arms at high operating accelerations in compensating for the increasing nonlinearities of PKMs is validated through this experimental test.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, a new feedforward ST-SMC approach is proposed as a control solution for robotic manipulators. The feedforward ST-SMC is composed of three main parts, including (i) a feedforward dynamic term, (ii) a feedback stabilizing term, and (iii) the standard ST-SMC term. The

![Table IX](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RMSE_T [mm]</th>
<th>RMSE_J [deg]</th>
<th>E_I [Nm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard PIDFF</td>
<td>1.0732</td>
<td>0.2916</td>
<td>1.1556 × 10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed FF-ST-SMC</td>
<td>0.8058</td>
<td>0.2074</td>
<td>9.7987 × 10^3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Improvements 25% 28.9% 15.2%
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stability analysis of the proposed controller proves a local asymptotic convergence in a finite time. The proposed control
solution was validated on two parallel kinematic manipulators in real-time framework. The obtained experimental results have shown better accuracy and robustness towards operating condition changes of the proposed controller, compared to other controllers from the literature.

As a future work, one can validate the proposed controller on a scenario of machining with SPIDER4 PKM, taking into account the relating issues (contact forces, compliance errors, stiffness, etc). Moreover, one can explore the design of an online dynamic adaptation mechanism for the proposed controller, taking into account the time-varying parameters (such as payload changes). In other words, design an adaptive controller that estimates the dynamic parameters of the model, especially the time-varying ones, with respect to system states (tracking error) changes. This may increase the robustness of the closed-loop system towards operating condition changes, and thus obtaining better dynamic performances.
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